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The Rebirth of a Nation
This series, a mix of portraits and reportage
by Brent Stirton, offers a brief glimpse at
the Navajo nation today, 150 years after the
infamous “Long Walk,” which saw a proud
but defeated nation at its lowest ebb. Like
every Native American tribe, the Navajo face
a wide range of societal ills and many remain
mistrustful of external influence. They are
struggling to reconcile modernity with tradition,
but many of the new wave of young, educated
Navajo are actively working for the recovery
and defense of the customs and core values
of their tribe. Their hope is that one day the
world will regard Navajo life not as a quaint
folkloric attraction for tourists, but as a complex,
fascinating, and unique culture worth fighting
for.
The greatest challenge the tribe faces today
is the safeguarding of its traditions. Navajo
traditionally bred sheep and horses, a way
of existence that been passed down within
families for generations. Widespread poverty
means most Navajo can't live traditionally
– owning and raising horses and livestock is
much costlier now than it was 150 years ago
as is the land to do it on. Border disputes and
multiple unsafe Uranium mining projects have
further diminished their lands. This leaves many
unskilled Navajo in employment limbo, with the
usual societal consequences.
The Navajo also struggle with internal division.
On the one side are the traditionalists,
representing thousands of years of
tribal medicine, pastoralist practices and
horsemanship as well as deeply held Navajo
religious beliefs. On the other side are the
modernists, representing Christianity and a
move to the future discarding all the value of
the past.
Corruption in the Tribal Council has not helped
in this conflict as the Navajo inch their way
forward in the new millennium. ◊

Above: Jones Benally, a famous medicine man, dances the Navajo Hoop dance in a small canyon in the badlands of Cameron, Arizona in April of 2014.
Previous page: Claysun Benally with his horse in Cameron, Arizona in April of 2014.

Top right: Scenes from a Navajo
sweat lodge and pipe smoking ceremony, Pinon, Arizona. The sweat
lodge is a purification ritual involving hot rocks and sage, as well as
drumming and chanting.
Below right: Men rest after spending time in the sweat lodge.

Above left: Jones Benally, a
traditional medicine man of
the Navajo tribe, seen with
ceremonial bowls teaching his
grand-daughters the secrets
of traditional Navajo medicine,
Flagstaff, Arizona.
Below left: Jones Benally, a
famous medicine man, dances
the Navajo Hoop dance in a
small canyon in the badlands of
Cameron, Arizona.

Jones Benally, a renowned Medicine Man of
the Navajo Indian Tribe, performs an ancient
traditional body adjustment treatment at his
home in Flagstaff, Arizona. This treatment
outdates chiropractics by many centuries yet
there is a battle within the Navajo nation between traditionalists who want to keep these
ancient practices alive and christian Navajos
who believe these traditional practices to be
unchristian.

Top right: Kids from the progressive Star charter school in Leup
Arizona attend communal agriculture classes at the Leup Communal farm. The Star school runs
completely off the grid and has a
Montessori style teaching schedule
with a strong emphasis on Navajo
Cultural values.
Lower right: Wild horse activist
and protector Leland Grass seen
with his dogs and one of the wild
mustang's he is trying to protect
from round up by the Navajo Tribal
government, Kayenta, Arizona.

Top left: Wild horses pass
by a water tank with the
slogan "Water is Life" along
its walls. This slogan appears on many water tanks
across the Navajo reservation where last years severe
drought saw controversial
round ups of horses all over
the Navajo Nation.
Lower left: Fresh Sheep
skins signal Wedding preparations on a farm close to
the economically depressed
area of Pinon, Arizona.

"M.T," is a 19 -year-old modern Navajo teenager who has come from a home with a long
history of alcoholism and abuse. She was put
out onto the street at an early age and has
struggled to continue her schooling. She has
recently been taken in by concerned relatives
and although "M.T" is still recovering, her
greatest comfort is her relationship with this
horse, Flagstaff, Arizona.

Top left: Scenes from a Navajo
sweat lodge and pipe smoking
ceremony, Pinon, Arizona. The pipe
smoking ceremony is a giving of
thanks for the four seasons and
their role in nature.
Lower left: The Red Eagle Challenge
at the Northern Navajo Medical
Center for Health Promotion and
Disease prevention, Shiprock, Arizona. This is a team-building, leadership exercise for Navajo Youth.
Many of the students in this class
are struggling with alcohol and drug
addiction and this course is one of
the few available to Navajo Youth
who struggle with these issues.

Top right: Children play on a
horse training farm close to the
economically depressed area of
Pinon, Arizona.
Lower right: A traditional
Navajo wedding which also included a civil service performed
by a judge, Pinon, Arizona. The
traditional ceremony cannot be
photographed but consists of
corn and water coming together
symbolizing success and fertility in the marriage.

Navajo Punk rock band Sihasin is seen with
their horse Moonshadow in a canyon in Cameron, Arizona. Sihasin comes from a long tradition of protest music and exposes traditional
Navajo values to their audience.

Left: One of the last of the famed Navajo
Code Talkers, Teddy Draper Sr, "The Atomic
Marine," in Canyon de Chelly, Arizona. The
code talkers used the Navajo language to fool
the Japanese who were monitoring U.S radio
traffic and are credited with being such an
asset to the U.S military that the code talkers
had minders with secret orders to shoot them
if they looked like they were being captured
alive.

Right: Navajo US Military veterans come
together for an honor guard in the Navajo
capital Window Rock, Arizona. The Navajo
have a long and distinguished history of serving with valor in the US armed forces.

Flags flutter in the last light at a Navajo US
Military veterans cemetery in the Navajo capital Window Rock, Arizona.

Left: Senior police officer in the Navajo police
Dana Dean Tome arrests a drunk of the streets
of Window Rock, Arizona. No alcohol is allowed on the reservation and it is one of the
many obstacles faced by the understaffed,
under-financed Navajo Police.

Right: Navajo EMT emergency workers
attend to a man who was assaulted by his
brother in Window Rock, Arizona. both were
intoxicated at the time, alcohol is illegal on
the Navajo reservation but is the chief cause
of violence.

Police officer in the Navajo police Kevin Hevel,
27, arrests a drunk passed out in the open
close to farming land outside of Window
Rock, Arizona.

Top right: Navajo Indian gift and
curio stores along the highway into
the Navajo Reservation area close
to Window Rock, Arizona, 10 April
2014.
Below right: Images from a multitribe Pow Wow held in Flagstaff
Arizona. These dancers come
from all over America, the portraits
are mostly of Navajo dancers.
Their costumes are not traditional
however and have come to portray
an almost "Super-Indian" collective
today.

Top left: Tourist take a photo
in Monument Valley, Utah, in
the Navajo Nation Reservation, a place made famous
by its awesome buttes and
mesas as well as by the
hundreds of western movies
that have been filmed here.
Lower left: Trail ride vendor
in Monument Valley.

This page: portraits of Navajo dancers who attended at a multi-tribe Pow Wow held in Flagstaff
Arizona. The dancers at this Pow Wow come
from all over America. Their costumes are not
traditional however and these bright, modern
manifestations have come to portray an almost
"Super-Indian" collective today. This is also seen
in the appropriation of certain ceremonies for
other Indian nations. This is worrisome for the
traditionalists who want to maintain authenticity
in the Navajo culture.
Next page: A man sits on the edge of a canyon off
the tourist trail close to Cameron, Arizona on the
Navajo Reservation.
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